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The Art & Industry Festival aims to be useful by offering a place and a time
when challenging and playful ideas can be explored through art projects.
The festival references the politics of twentieth century art movements,
particularly the Bauhaus School and Constructivism.
There have been times through history when artists and tradespeople
have collaborated to create artworks and objects that could not have been
completed without an exchange and interdependence. The Bauhaus, active
in Germany from 1919 – 1933, was one such movement. This school, which
brought together artists, crafts people, architects and industrial designers,
was deeply influenced by the English designer William Morris who argued
that there should be no distinction between form and function.
Many of the arguments and fundamental questions explored by the Bauhaus
are relevant to the art in Melbourne’s West. Craftsmanship meets mass
production in townhouses on old industrial sites. Usefulness meets beauty
in Newport Power Station’s water-cooled turbines which generate power and
return warmed water to the sea which in turn attracts fish, creating a popular
fishing spot.
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Constructivism, an artistic and architectural philosophy that originated in
Russia in 1919, rejected the idea of
autonomous art; it advocated art for
social purpose. Constructivism had a
pervasive effect on art movements of
the 20th century through its influence
on architecture, graphic and industrial
design, theatre, film, dance, fashion
and, to some extent, music.
The Art & Industry Festival takes place
from 18-27 November 2016. The plan
is to then present it biennially to allow
two years of authentic engagement
by the community, industry and
artists in the creative development
of challenging, complex ideas and
high-quality projects.
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Quazi Design has its origins in vintage and
industrial interiors. Husband and wife team
Shane and Gerri Paton started the business
in 2002 focussing initially on architectural
finishes. Because of their love of collectable
pieces, Quazi Design evolved towards creating
new furniture styling vintage with modern.
“I come from Queensland, from a long line of visual
artists. My great grand-father painted the ceiling
of the Regent Theatre in Brisbane, beautiful gold
stipple work done with plaster. That skill was passed
on to all of us. I thought that was the direction I
would go, so at the age 15, I applied to Queensland
College of Art and was the youngest person ever
accepted. I was highly experimental. I loved using
different mediums and I realise now that’s probably
why I’m still experimenting.
I left there and went into trade school and became
a printer by trade. I worked in the printing industry
for five years, then moved into architectural finishes.
A friend and I took out the Victorian license for
a company called Axolotl Finishes, architectural
finishes, based in Moorabbin. We were mainly
working with corrosive finishes on metals, making
the materials look really old. I did some major
artworks then including a metal stairwell at
Sandridge Towers in Port Melbourne. I really
enjoyed the opportunity to work on a large scale.
I left that business and my wife, Gerri, and I started
Quazi Design, designing colours for the glass
industry. Back then kitchen splashbacks and showers
were all blacks and whites and blues. We were
going for the stuff that no-one could do, multi-fleck
pearl, really complex fine pearl finishes. We grew it
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to the point where we were offering the biggest colour range
in Victoria. Around this time we started collecting vintage and
mid-century furniture, ‘upcycling’ and designing contemporary
pieces in that style. We loved it so much we decided to sell the
intellectual property to the glass colouring business to one of
our clients and focus entirely on furniture.
We kept the name Quazi Design, and decided to move to
the West. It would have been much simpler to find a shop
in the city, or Collingwood. We had to look hard to find the right
space here, but it was a move we really wanted to make. We
were both struck with the incredible richness of the area’s industrial history. We set up
a small showroom in Spotswood and made some
one-off pieces for a local
café, and soon we had
our first public enquiry.
Someone saw one of our
chairs and wanted one.
There was an eagerness
for it. We had tapped into
a hunger for the beautiful
character of Danish-based
50s style with a contemporary twist. It started
with one enquiry and then
snowballed. We did a couple of commercial jobs.
The first was for Village
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Real Estate in Seddon who
are very highly connected.
We made their front desk and admin area from joists that
came out of the Lyric Theatre in Yarraville. They loved it
and told everyone they knew. We then did another big one,
Two Birds Brewery.

During the latest season of The Block we had a call from one
of the contestants wanting a chair. We made it and this gave
us really high exposure Australia wide. We featured on the front
cover of The Block magazine ten times and since then, we’ve
had online orders, including interior designers, from all over
Australia. We did a whole café in Perth! We’re still just a
two person business but I’ve sought support from local industry.
I’ve worked with a whole heap of suppliers from this area.
We moved here for a change and now we feel like locals.
I just love it. There is so much on offer here and we want
to do what we can to spread that message.”
Quazi Designs Showroom:
150 Hall St, Spotswood
Website:
www.quazidesign.com.au
Shane Paton: 0402 255 551
Where you can see Quazi
Designs work during the Art
& Industry Festival
Westside Cool,
Sat 19 Nov & Sat 26 Nov,
various locations
As part of the Art & Industry
Festival, Shane Paton will
collaborate with a range of
other interesting local boutique
businesses to launch Westside
Cool which will provide
unfamiliar visitors with a mud map so they can take a little
journey and uncover the hidden secrets of art and industry
known only to locals. Shane will also be at Spark: Seaworks
Maritime Precinct, Friday 25 Nov where visitors will be able to
see the live construction of a piece of Quazi-designed furniture.

Diary Notes

STOP

PRESS
The Art & Industry Festival was formally launched on
Fri 9 Sep, 2016 at the Pumping Station at Scienceworks. Thank you to our special guest, the Mayor of
Hobsons Bay City Council (2016), Councillor Peter
Hemphill, the Manager of Scienceworks, Dr Nurin
Veis and all the artists who presented a sneak preview of the work they’ll be delivering in the Festival.
Special thanks to The Big Front, a big band with big
voices and an even bigger love for all things West.
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The Art & Industry Festival program is back
from the printer and it is an excitementpacked 67-pager. You can pick up a copy
at your local Hobsons Bay Community
center or read an electronic version on
the Art & Industry website.

Website

The Art & Industry Festival is live.
Visit us and sign up for our newsletter.
artandindustryfestival.com.au/contact/
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